Loomy Amigurumi Leprechaun

Body

By Brenda Myers 3/15/09

1. Using 14 pegs and a single strand of the
Kelly Green yarn, work a drawstring cast
on on the small gauge WonderLoom.
2. Rows 1-9: Flat knit
3. Rows 10,12,14,16: Purl
4. Rows 11,13,15,17,18: Flat knit
5. Work a gathered bind off.
Head
1. Using 18 pegs and a single strand of
Beige Yarn, work a drawstring cast on on
the small gauge WonderLoom.
2. Rows 1-18: Flat knit
3. Work a gathered bind off.
4. Whip stitch the head onto the body using
the second row on each piece for stitch
placement.
Hat

This pattern is actually more of a general
guidelines information sheet than an actual
detailed pattern. There is no listing or terms,
techniques or illustrations other than the project
picture above. Beginners might have some
problems, but if you have been loom knitting for a
while, you are probably familiar with most of
these terms & techniques. Hopefully, I can write a
more detailed pattern in the future and expand
this pattern to include the instructions for the
Knifty Knitter Looms..

1. Work a 4 stitch I-cord with one strand of
green yarn that is approximately 54 rows
or 9 inches long and bind off.
2. Connect the I-cord cast on & bind off edge
to form a ring.
3. Adjust the WonderLoom to form a round
of 20 pegs and place the I-cord ring inside
the 20 pegs.
4. Cast on a stitch from about every third row
of the I-cord onto each of the 20 pegs.
The I-cord should be evenly placed
behind the 20 peg ring with one strand of
yarn on each peg. This forms the brim of
the hat.
5. From the I-cord brim, add a new strand of
green yarn (or black if you want to knit a 2
row hat band), then flat knit for 18 rows.
6. Work a gathered bind off.
7. Finger block or shape the hat and whip
stitch the hat to the leprechaun's head.

Materials
•

•
•
•
•
•

Yarn: one strand used throughout of worsted
weight in Kelly Green and Beige. Small
amount of copper fun fur yarn for beard &
hair.
SG Mini-WonderLoom
Embroidery floss in black
Tapestry Needle
Stuffing
Optional: black & yellow felt for the hat band

Finishing
1. Embroidery eyes & mouth with black floss.
2. Using two strand of copper fun fur, chain
stitch a piece long enough to go around
the back of the head where the hat
attaches and around the chin for the
beard. Pick the strands of fun fur loose
from the chain and trim short to make a
close cut neat beard.
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